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SUMMARY

In certain boiling reactor designs high positive void coefficients

could exist and under certain circumstances cause instability. Control

systems may therefore be desired. In such a controlled reactor there

could remain superimposed low frequency power oscillations of some

magnitude. The object of the current experiments in SKÄLVAN was

to examine whether or not such slow oscillations could influence the

hydrodynamic stability limit of the individual boiling channels.

While operating the loop close to the threshold of hydrodynamic

instability, the power was pulsed in the boiling channel. The pulse

widths had a lower limit of 0. 65 sec due to the contactor time con-

stant. The square wave power oscillation amplitude -=r was 12. 2 %,
Q

and the interval T between the pulses was varied in the range
0 < -s-0- < 0. 5 where T was the mass flow oscillation period. The cor-

responding mass flow oscillations remained damped for all disturbance

periods which were examined.

With minimum test section inlet restrictions the power level at

instability was much lower than that at burnout conditions. At higher

restrictions these phenomena occurred at approximately equivalent

power levels. The experiments with minimum inlet restrictions were

also performed beyond the instability threshold. In this case it was

possible to exceed the nominal burnout point temporarily by 5 per cent

or more for periods of the order of magnitude 1 second. Even now the

boiling channel conditions were not so severely affected that the burn-

out detectors tripped, and the power disturbances caused low frequency

modulated wave trains.

Printed and distributed in July 1967.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The experiments were performed in order to indicate whether

or not the maximum power limit with respect to hydrodynamic instabil-

ity in natural circulation two-phase flow was influenced by disturbances

occurring periodically and with frequencies which were lower than the

natural frequency. Although the dynamic behaviour of a boiling loop

cannot easily be compared to that of an entire reactor system, the re-

sults may give some indications as to whether or not a water cooled

reactor, operated fairly close to the hydrodynamic instability limit,

may be affected by superimposed low frequency disturbances. Such

low frequency oscillations of small amplitude could, for instance,occur

in a reactor lying close to void reactivity stability limit. They could

also occur in a reactor which would be instable in the absence of a

control system, but where a control system is used to counteract the

basic instabilities, leaving only a slight residual ripple in the reactor

power.

C. L. Spigt (ref. [8] ) observed a low frequency resonance peak

in his power-to-void transfer functions, experimentally obtained in an

out-of-pile natural circulation loop. The actual frequency was about

0. 04 cps. He concluded that this coupling could be attributed to inter-

coupling of the flow process in the boiling channel with that in the

condenser which might be more dominant at lower frequencies. At

some loop conditions, this type of oscillation totally disappeared. In

this connection he mentions that increasing pressure caused this type

of oscillation to start at higher power levels. He also states the para-

dox that increasing the power level sometimes caused the oscillations

to stop and in other cases to modulate the higher frequency oscillations.

He did not mention the damping effect of for instance inlet restrictions

and system driving head.

Preliminary tests in SKÄLVAN showed that power steps or reg-

ular square wave power oscillations caused dominating system pres-

sure transients due to small pressurising volume in the loop. To

avoid this parameter influence, power disturbances with pulselike

character were introduced. For each of the different mean power

levels examined, the periods between the pulses were varied in the
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T

range 0 < -—- < 0. 5, where T is the period of the oscillations at hydro-

dynamic instability. The results are presented as immediate amplitude

response (- ) /-^— as well as the mean damping coefficient k in the
m ° CT

assumed function:

Am / im \ kt • / A /I \
— - = ( — ) Q • e • sin(u>ot) (1)
m m

2. APPARATUS

The loop features are described in previous reports (ref. [1-6]).

However, a brief description of the special facilities for power oscilla-

tion is reported.

2. 1 Power oscillation facilities

The electrically heated test section was coupled in series with the

power oscillation equipment which consisted of two water cooled elec-

trical resistances. For minimum power one of these resistances was

disconnected while for maximum power both were coupled in parallel

by means of a time relay operated air cooled contactor. All types of

step disturbance functions could thus be produced. See figs. 1 andBl.

2. 2 Instrumentation

A drag-body type strain gauge flowmeter, which was steady-state

and dynamically calibrated for the actual frequency range, was mounted

at the test section inlet, and a high frequency oscillograph indicated the

flow oscillations. See fig. 1.

3. THE POWER OSCILLATIONS

The power oscillating equipment merely allowed square wave types

of disturbances. Howevers sinusoidal power oscillations may be intro-

duced by sinusoidally varying the converter magnetising current.

The square wave system is governed by double sets of time relays.

This makes it possible to vary the power oscillation from square wave

to pulselike power signals.
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Due to the contactor t ime constants the minimum width of the

pulses was about At = 0. 65 sec .
The mean heat output va r i e s with the per iod T between the

pulses :

~ o T " ~ s q . w.

where

A Q = Q - Q (3)
sq. w. max o v '

The equivalent sinusoidal power amplitude

A Q . = - • A Q (4)
sin rr sq. v '

4. THE FLOW OSCILLATIONS

If m is the s teady-s ta te m a s s flow rate corresponding to a cer tain

indicated quantity L, the following expression gives the general r e l a -

tionship:

m s C(£) (k- L n + c ) (5)

Using the derivative of this function also for finite per turba t ions ,

the relat ive oscillations a r e expressed by

Am _ . A_L . .

if the ze ro output m a s s flow rate c is negligible. The flowmeter was

calibrated in accordance with this relationship (ref. [5] ) for the fol-

lowing ranges :

0 < f < 4 cps

0.33 < m < 1.67 k g / s e c

0.09 < — < 0.9
rr7
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The flow response to any power disturbance was sinusoidal and

may hypothetically be expressed:

=(AËL)o-exP(kt)'sin(u)ot) (7)
m m

where ( ) is the immediate maximum amplitude, and k is the damp-
in

ing constant. Due to non-linearities the lapse is not purely exponential.

However, solving k according to eq. (7) we get

ln llf~> In sin(uj t)

Selecting t» —-r— T , where n is a convenient integer common

for all cases examined, the calculated k assumed fairly representative

values, which were not affected significantly by the power disturbance

frequency.

5. CHOICE OF LOOP CONDITIONS

The following loop characteristics were chosen:

1.

2.

3 .

4 .

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Nominal system pressure

Inlet subcooling

Test section diameter

Test section length

Riser diameter

Riser length

Driving head

Test section inlet restrictions

Relative power oscillation

P

s

L T

D R

L R
H

k
o

AQ

= 50 bar

= 8-10.5 °C

= 20 mm

= 4. 3 m

= 46 mm

a 1.05 m

= 5.23 m

»1.6 and
13.0 velocity heads

a 12.2 %p
(Square wave) o

Most of the experiments were performed with minimum test sec-

tion inlet restrictions in order to reduce the power level at instability

and to produce the most vigorous responses to power oscillations.

Finally some comparative tests were performed with "normal" inlet re-

strictions, k = 13. 0 velocity heads. The riser exit throttling was neg-
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ligible, e.g. the area ratio outlet to chimney cross section was of

order of magnitude 5:1 , corresponding to k

referred to the boiling channel cross section.

order of magnitude 5:1, corresponding to k =0.96 velocity heads,

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

First, the power density Q* at instability was determined ex-
perimentally for the chosen loop conditions. With the single channel in-
let restrictions k =1.6 and 13.0 velocity heads. Q* was 127.5 and

o ' cr

1 62. 5 kW/litre, corresponding to T = 1. 575 and 1 . 700 sec. respective-

ly- Q""" was determined according to the principle shown in fig. Al.

The subcoolings were 8 C in the first and 10. 5 C in the second case.

For these cases the burnout points with natural circulation were also

determined. Fig. 2 shows the experimental points as well as the pre-

dicted instability power and forced circulation burnout as functions of

the inlet throttling. These curves were calculated in accordance with

Becker's round duct correlation and appendix A.

Obviously, the forced circulation data were high compared to

the natural circulation burnout points. This can be explained as fol-

lows. According to fig. A4 the chosen subcooling gives relatively

low instability power level. There exists a firm relationship between

the instability and the burnout in natural circulation, and thus the burn-

out points were rather low in this case. Fig. 2 also shows the maximum

power disturbance levels which could be raised more than 5 % over the

actual burnout power level for periods of about 1 second and still not

affect the boiling channel conditions so vioently that the burnout de-

tectors tripped. The mass flow and pressure response to ± 1 2. 2 %

square wave power step variations are shown in fig. 3: a) from dif-

ferent to equal power levels, b) from equal to different power levels.

When AQ was negative, the corresponding mass flow oscillations were

more damped than for positive AQ. The system pressure transients

were quite dominating and the power steps caused considerable changes

in the operating conditions.

As the object of these experiments was to examine whether or

not the power level at hydrodynamic instability was influenced by power

disturbances with any frequency lower than the resonance frequency,

it was convenient to introduce pulselike perturbations to minimise



the influence of pressure transients» and to start the investigations

with loop conditions disposed for distinct responses to any disturb-

ance.

Typical mass flow response to pulselike disturbances at the

relative power levels Q /Q* = 0. 93, 0. 96 and 0. 99 for P = 50 bar,

A# = 8 °C and k =1.6 velocity heads are shown in fig. 4.
S O

Pulselike power disturbances were also introduced when the

loop was operated beyond the power level at instability. Fig. 5 shows

typical loop behaviour at the relative power level Q / Q * = 1. 04. In this

case the corresponding mass flow perturbations were low frequency

modulated wave trains, the amplitudes of which sooner or later as-

sumed the initial constant value. By varying the periods between the

pulses, relative flow, response amplitudes as shown in fig. 6 were ob-

tained at the relative power levels Q / Q * = 0.93, 0.96 and 0.99. Fig.

6 shows the results for k =1.6 velocity heads over a narrow spectrum.

It was obvious that the amplitude peaks appeared at integral multiples

of the resonance frequency period T . For the case u /u* = 1. 04, the

period T was also varied. For relatively short disturbance periods the

loop behaviour was quite similar to that when power pulses were intro-

duced below the instability level, as one could imagine by considering

the first time inerval in fig. 5. T

The amplitude maxima over the frequency range 0 < -=— < 0. 5,

both for k =1.6 and 13. 0 velocity heads are shown in fig. 7. In the

case k = 13. 0 v.h. it was not possible to raise the relative power

level to more than Q /Q* = 0. 96 before the burnout detectors tripped,

disturbed by the pulses. In fact the power pulse maxima in this case were

almost 7 % beyond the natural circulation burnout point (see fig. 2).

The mean damping coefficient k versus Q/Q* is shown in fig. 8.

The corresponding mass flow oscillations were not damped significantly

by increasing the inlet restrictions.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Introducing repeated power disturbances, changes the operating

conditions of the boiling channel periodically. It will be difficult to ana-
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lyse the experimental data using the assumption that the process is

linear, particularly when the power level is gradually raised beyond

the critical power.

The experiments showed that the hydraulic instability power

level was not influenced by any power disturbance frequency in the

range, even when the power during the pulses was raised consider-

ably over the nominal natural circulation burnout point.

Even for Q = 1. 04 Q* , k =1.6 velocity heads, the boiling

channel conditions were not so severely influenced by the power pulses

that the burnout detectors tripped. In this case the corresponding mass

flow wave trains were modulated by varying low frequencies. These

wave trains assumed a quasi-damped character when the power dis-

turbance frequency increased-

The resonance frequency variation with power was negligible

in the cases examined. Increasing inlet restrictions had no signifi-

cant damping effect on the system in terms of the mean damping coef-

ficient k .
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APPENDIX A

The power level at instability in natural circulation two-

phase flow. Empirical functions

In accordance with the plotting technique shown in fig. Al, ex-

perimental data of the power density at hydrodynamic instability in round

duct test sections were fitted to the parameters which determine the down-

comer conditions.

The influence of the downcomer flow restrictions at constant pres-

sure was first obtained. The following cases were investigated:

1. Parallel boiling channels with equal inlet restrictions.

2. " " " " unequal inlet restrictions.

3. Single boiling channel.

The following empirical equations cover the three cases, with the

allowance that the second case gave slightly higher power density than

the two others. The equation obtained from the results reported in ref.

[6] fits also other loop data within the accuracy 2s * 5. 2 % :

Q* a a Q (Al)

where the liquid flow restriction influence is:

k +k
a, s k • expf-r £ -—r-Xj—r-) (A2)k o ^v b • expTc k ) ' \ >v o'

kQ stands for the boiling channel initial inlet res t r ic t ions and k the main

flow res t r ic t ions in the downcomer, i. e. k. = k +k . The constants a c -
în o v

cording to the exper imental data were:

a a 0. 0968 b = 68. 2 c a 0. 157

The most convenient form of eq. (A2) for slide rule calculations

is:

In k k + k. In kQ k +k -,
a k ~ e x p 1 1 0 . 2 3 " 6 8 . 2 e°xp(0. 157 k ) J
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The experimental restriction ratios covered the ranges 1. 6<k < 1 1. 6

and 0<k < 70 velocity heads of liquid phase, referred to the cross section

of one boiling channel.

Ref. [6] states that single- and parallel test sections gave almost

similar power levels at hydrodynamic instability provided that the inlet

restrictions were equal. According to eq. (A2), the power level at in-

stability concerning parallel boiling channels is improved by increasing

the inlet restrictions (k ) of the channels, while restricting the main flow

rate (k ) has the opposite effect. This is true for completely separated

boiling channels.

The substitution of the restrictions k and k +k with the total up-
o o v

stream restriction k. makes eq. (A2) valid also for single test section

instability data.
This definition of k and k , however, may be difficult to use con-

o v

cerning the stability problem in rod cluster types of boiling channels.

Probably, the subchannel interaction across the rod bundles will not be

suppressed by the introduction of channel inlet restrictions, which, de-

pending on the channel design, may cause effects more or less similar

to those of k in fig. A2. For the "conventional" rod cluster design of

today, the best boiling reactor performance would probably be obtained

at fairly low liquid phase restrictions, since it may be doubtful whether

the inlet restrictions will give the decided stabilising effect for this chan-

nel geometry. The experimental results in ref. [ lO-ll] may, although

showing somewhat diverging trends, confirm this suggestion.

The constant QTRTT in eq- (A-l) is dependent on the riser and

heated channel geometry and flow patterns, as well as the driving head

H of the system and may be considered as a boiling channel and riser

constant.

The influence of system pressure on the power level at instability

has also been established for constant subcooling and varying downcomer

restrictions. For A# =6 C in both single and parallel boiling channels,
s

the following expression is valid:
o,^°'55 (A3)
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where

¥ * TO ' P m atg>

dy is the p r e s s u r e influence function. See fig. A3.

The p r e s s u r e was va r ied in the range 5< P< 60 atg exper imental ly .

The empir ica l equation (A4) for the hydrodynamic instabil i ty at constant

subcooling At? = 6 °C and completely separa ted boiling channels fits the
s

exper imenta l data within the accuracy 2s = 6. 2 %:

«*„ = % • °V ' «TRH <A4)

The influence of inlet subcooling with constant inlet r e s t r i c t i ons and

varying sys tem p r e s s u r e was obtained for single channel as well as for

para l le l channel flow conditions. The power density at instabil i ty showed

a minimum in the region 1 0<A«? < 30 °C depending on the sys tem p r e s -
s

s u r e . An empir ica l equation of the type

:, (AS)

seemed to fit the experimental results. Here t? = —-^- . The subcooling

was varied in the range 4<A# < 60 C.
s

The experiments were repeated for different inlet flow restrictions
to obtain the influence of k on the coefficients C, , Co and C.,, obtain -

o \ c 5
ing:

A0

° M^ 22. 22 k °' M P 5 3 7

o

p k p Az?
1 2. 65 kQ e x p ^ ) • e x p ^ ) + ln(^) expt^^-^)

+ (A6)
24 ko

The final empirical equation (A7) fits the experimental results ob-

tained so far within the accuracy 2s = 8. 4 % :
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Qc~r * CTk • aY * a * * QTRH

This equation is valid for the following ranges of the parameters:

1. 6 < k < 1 1. 6 velocity heads of liquid phase

0 < k < 70 " u it M M

v
1 0 < P < 60 atg
4 < At? < 60 °C

s

The related a-functions concern results with constant driving head,

boiling channel and riser geometry.

Experimental results, as well as the values for the power density

at instability for varying system pressure) inlet subcooling and flow re-

strictions are shown in fig. A4. In these cases the value of

was 134. 5 kW/litre.
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APPENDIX B

The power oscillation system. Electrical characteristics

The following requirements have to be considered in order to

dimension the electrical resistances in the power oscillation system:

a. The decided relative magnitude of the power amplitude (± p).

b. The test section power QT should be as high as possible.

c. The contactor current L, should be as low as possible.

d. The heat flux in the water cooled electrical resistances R, and

R? must not reach critical values.

e. Certain A. C. -converter limitations with respect to voltage and

current.

Fig. Bl shows a simple resistance coupling which seems to be the

best fit for these requirements, expressed by the following:

a. I 2 « ( T + p ) ' I 2 . * ( l - p ) l 2 (Bl)
v *' min v *' max v '

b. QT = f(R, Ry R2) (B2)

R, R

#p ?
P « C I 2 . (B4)

F R 1 n 2 . d • 6 (d -Ô) m i n K '

e. V » (R] +R) I m i n « (R+ ^ L - L - ) I m a x (B5)

Eqs. (Bl) and (B5) give:
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R. L(R. +R) a - R ]
R s _J ! (B6)

2 ( R ) ( )

Normalised to the test section electrical resistance R, the follow-

ing function

R' [ ( R ' + T ) a -1]
R' * -J ! (B7)

2 (R; + ] ) ( l - a )

gives a non-dimensional nomographic concept for evaluating the resistances

R. and R? for a given test section electrical resistance R and the chosen

power oscillation amplitude p.

Eq. (B7) gives

d R 2
d R ••

1 X

0

\JJ- X V .

gives R' «

U i J

V a

" 1

a
a

a

a n d *Z =
(1 - V
a -

a )
1

Since a < 1, R9 becomes negative for all R, < .

For a given a , i. e. a given power oscillation ± p, the relative electrical

resistance Rf. must thus be chosen as R1, > , and the related resist-
1 1 a

ance R_ must be selected in accordance with eq. (B7) to fulfil other re-

quirements, for instance expressed by the eqs. (B2), (B3) or (B4).

The parallel electrical currents coupled by the contactor are:
I, R9 (R +R) a -R
1 2 = _J (B8)
2 1 ( R , + R ) ( 1 - a )

The test section currents are respectively:

I - I - V

min 1 " R] + R

eqs. (B8) and (B9) give:



= ï ( B 1 0 )

and

[Rj a -R(a - 1)] V

j ±v. ̂ xv, T ±\.y a,

Eq. (BIO) is a hyperbolic function of R. while eq. (BIT) has a maxi-

mum for the resistance value:

R

corresponding to R = R in accordance with eq. (B7).

Fig . Bl shows the values R1,, R*o> I1., i!,, i' . and I1 , n o r -& 1 2 1 2 mm max y
mal ised with respect to the tes t section res i s tance R and the c u r r e n t ^ ,

where V is the total sys tem voltage. In this case p s O . I, e .g . the power

oscillation becomes Q ± 1 0 % .
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NOMENCLATURE

A area

c zero output mass flow rate

C coefficient

C(#) temperature dependent coefficient

D diameter

f frequency

H driving head

I electrical current

I f relative electrical current

k flow restriction coefficient

k mean damping coefficient

1 length

L indicator output

AL indicator output, amplitude

rh mean mass flow rate

Am oscillating mass flow amplitude

n flow power function exponent

n integer

P system pressure

Q powe r

Q mean power

Q* power at hydrodynamic instability

R electrical resistance

R relative electrical resistance

s standard deviation

t, T time

V voltage

Greek letters

a coefficient

ô wall thickness

T] relative amplitude

£ temperature ratio

A# liquid sub cooling

m

kg/sec

mm
-7

sec

m

amp

velocity heads

m
varying units

ii H

kg/sec

kg/sec

bars

kW, kW/litre

ohm

sec

volt

mm
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p specific electrical resistance ohm mm m

a function

Y pressure ratio

u) angular frequency rad/sec

Indices

e. r. exit riser

in inlet

k liquid flow restriction

R riser

s subcooling

sin sinusoidal

sq. w. square wave

T test section

TRH unchanged test section, riser and driving head

o reference - for instance inlet

v main liquid flow

Î? temperature

Y pressure





THE NATURAL CIRCULATION LOOP "SKALVAN"

C

THE POWER OSCILLATION FACILITIES

G.C.

B.C. BOILING SINGLE OR
PARALLEL CHANNELS

C CONDENSER

F FLOW METERS

G.C. GUIDED CONTACTOR

H EFFECTIVE HEAD

THROTTLING DEVICES

RISER LENGTH

TEST SECTION LENGTH

OSCILLOGRAPH

PRESSURE TAPS

k

LT

0

P

R WATER COOLED ELECTRICAL
RESISTANCES

S STEAM SEPARATOR

S.S. SELECTOR SWITCH

SUB SUBCOOLER

T THERMOCOUPLES

T.R. TIME RELAYS

FIG.1 FLOW DIAGRAM
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LOOP DATA:

P = 50 bar H = 5.23 m
L-r = 4.30 m DT r 20 mm
Lp = 1.05-»- k e r = 0 . 9 6 v . h .

SINGLE CHANNEL FLOW

Q*r kW/l

160

140

120

100

PREDICTED ONSET OF INSTABILITY:

JL
= 8°C

s = 10.5 C

POWER PULSE

0

LEGEND:

10 k.

• ONSET OF INSTABILITY, A & s = 8° C P = 50 bars

4 _„_ _„_ - „ _ A 3 S = 10.5°C P s 5 0 - « . -

* BURNOUT POINT.
120

4- W/cm2

100

60

FORCED CIRCULATION BURNOUT

NATURAL CIRCULATION BURNOUT

10 k.

FIG. 2 NATURAL CIRCULATION POWER LIMITS VERSUS
TEST SECTION INLET RESTRICTIONS



FIG.3 MASS FLOW RESPONSE TO POWER STEP CHANGE.



FIG.4 MASS FLOW RESPONSE TO POWER PULSE
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FIG.5 MASS FLOW RESPONSE TO POWER PULSE WITH INITIALLY UNSTEADY FLOW CONDITIONS



T

FIG.6 MAXIMUM FLOW RESPONSE AMPLITUDES AT VARYING POWER PULSE INTERVALS



FIG.7 MAXIMUM IMMEDIATE FLOW RESPONSE AMPLITUDES.



LOOP DATA:

r

= 50 bar
= 8°C
= A. 30 m
= 1.05-»-

= 127.5 and

H =
DT =

k*.r. =
162.5

5.23m
20 mm
1.6 and 13.0 v.h

: 0.96 v.h.

kW/l

-0.1

SINGLE CHANNEL FLOW

0.5 0.6

Q/Q

-0 .2

0.7 0.8 0.9
cr
1.0 1.1

-0.3

•

Q
0.122 (sq.w.)
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